We present results from an XMM-Newton observation of the nearby Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 5643. The nucleus exhibits a very flat X-ray continuum above 2 keV, together with a prominent Kα fluorescent iron line. This indicates heavy obscuration. We measure an absorbing column density N H in the range 6-10 × 10 23 cm −2 , either directly covering the nuclear emission, or covering its Compton reflection. In the latter case, we might be observing a rather unusual geometry for the absorber, whereby reflection from the inner far side of a torus is in turn obscured by its near side outer atmosphere. The nuclear emission might be then either covered by a Compton-thick absorber, or undergoing a transient state of low activity. A second source (christened 'X-1' in this paper) at the outskirts of the NGC 5643 optical surface outshines the nucleus in X-rays. If belonging to NGC 5643, it is the third brightest (L X ∼ 4 × 10 40 erg s −1 ) known ultraluminous X-ray source. Comparison with past large aperture spectra of NGC 5643 unveils dramatic X-ray spectral changes above 1 keV. We interpret these as due to variability of the active nucleus and of source X-1 intrinsic X-ray powers by factors of 10 and 5, respectively.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The X-ray spectra of Seyfert 2 galaxies exhibit significant photoelectric absorption (Warwick et al. 1989; Awaki et al. 1991; Turner et al. 1997; Risaliti, Maiolino & Salvati 1999) . This evidence has been interpreted as supporting the predictions of the Seyfert unification scenarios, whereby 'type 2' objects are seen at high inclination angles with respect to an azimuthally symmetric gas and dust structure (the 'torus'), which prevents us from directly observing the nucleus and the broad-line regions. ASCA observations, however, unveiled Seyfert 2s with peculiar X-ray spectral properties: an inverted spectrum (energy index, α < 0); large equivalent width (EW) Kα iron fluorescent lines (EW from a few hundreds to thousands eV); very little or no evidence for photoelectric absorption (Elvis & Lawrence 1988; Koyama et al. 1989; Ueno et al. 1994) . This phenomenology was interpreted as due to the column density of the absorber in this subclass of Seyfert 2s being so large that it suppresses almost to invisibility the X-ray continuum, and enhances the contrast between the iron feature and the underlying continuum. When the absorber column density exceeds N H σ −1 t = 1.5 × E-mail: mguainaz@xmm.vilspa.esa.es 10 24 cm −2 , the absorbing matter is optically thick to Compton scattering, and the nuclear photons are downscattered to energies where the photoelectric absorbing cross-section becomes dominant. The nuclear continuum is then substantially suppressed below 10 keV, and the nucleus can be seen only along reflected and/or scattered optical paths, which do not intercept the obscuring matter. Indeed, later BeppoSAX observations, which extended the sensitive bandpass beyond 10 keV, confirmed this hypothesis by detecting nuclear emission piercing through 2 × 10 24 cm −1 absorbers (Matt, Fabian & Reynolds 1997b; Vignati et al. 1999; Guainazzi et al. 2000) . All the above justify the nomenclature of 'Compton-thick' given to this subclass of Seyfert 2s.
The X-ray spectra of the three closest active galactic nuclei (AGNs), Centaurus A, NGC 4945 and the Circinus Galaxy, are absorbed by column densities larger than 10 23 cm −2 , and two of them are Compton-thick. This simple fact suggests that Compton-thick Seyfert 2 galaxies may constitute a large fraction of their parent population. Indeed, BeppoSAX measurements of large samples of optically selected Seyfert 2 galaxies have suggested that they may constitute a fraction as large as 50 per cent of the total population (Maiolino et al. 1998; Risaliti et al. 1999) , at least in the local Universe. It is hard to tell whether the fraction of heavily obscured objects remains that large at cosmological distances. If so, this may have important consequences for the history of accretion, and for the total energy budget ratio between accretion and stellar light in the Universe Fabian (1999) .
We have started a programme to study a complete, unbiased, optically-defined sample of Compton-thick Seyfert 2 galaxies (Risaliti et al. 1999) with XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) , with the main goal of characterizing their X-ray spectral properties in the hard X-ray regime. Preliminary results on the whole sample are discussed by Guainazzi et al. (2004) . In this paper, we present the observation of NGC 5643. It allows us to describe in detail the analysis method followed in the study of the sample. The interest of this specific observation is twofold: (i) the large collecting area of the XMM-Newton optics allows us to measure, albeit extreme, a Compton-thin absorber; (ii) better imaging resolution with respect to previous missions allows us to discover a serendipitious source, which apparently belongs to the optical/ultraviolet surface of the host galaxy, and outshines the nucleus. If this source is indeed associated with the NGC 5643 host galaxy, it represents one of the brightest ultraluminous X-ray (ULX) sources ever observed, with a total X-ray luminosity larger than 4 × 10 40 erg s −1 .
Some properties of NGC 5643
NGC 5643 is a nearby (z = 0.004) SAB(rs)C galaxy, known to host a low-luminosity Seyfert 2 nucleus (Phillips, Charles & Baldwin 1983) . It exhibits an extended emission-line region elongated in a direction close to the radio position angle (Morris et al. 1985) , due to a V-shaped structure of highly excited gas. This is probably the projection of a 1.8-kpc, one-sided ionization cone (Simpson et al. 1997 ). Perpendicular to the radio axis, a dust lane covers the nucleus (Simpson et al. 1997) . The fact that NGC 5643 belongs to the class of 'extreme infrared' (IR) galaxies (Antonucci & Olszewski 1985) has attracted much attention in the past to try to explain the origin of IR emission in this AGN. Although intense episodes of star formation are occurring in its nearly circular arms, evidence with respect to the nucleus is still controversial. Mid-IR diagnostics suggest that the AGN dominates the IR energy budget (Genzel et al. 1998) . Comparisons of optical spectra with synthesis models are, however, consistent with a 'starburst/Seyfert 2 composite' spectrum (Cid Fernandes et al. 2001) . The NGC 5643 nucleus is a strong radio emitter as well, most likely powered by the AGN (Kewley et al. 2000) . The log of the observations discussed is this paper is reported in Table 1 . In this paper, energies are quoted in the source reference frame; errors are at the 90 per cent confidence level for one interesting parameter for the best-fitting model parameters, and at the 1σ level for count rates; the chemical mixture follows the Anders & Grevesse (1989) measurement; H 0 = 70 km Mpc −1 s −1 (Bennett et al. 2003) . At the NGC 5643 distance (16.9 Mpc), 1 arcsec corresponds to 82 pc. (Jansen et al. 2001) observed the sky region encompassing NGC 5643 on 2003 February 8. The X-ray imaging EPIC cameras (pn, Strüder et al. 2001; MOS, Turner et al. 2001) were operated in full frame mode, with the medium optical photons blocking filter. The optical monitor (OM; Mason et al. 2001 ) was operated in standard image mode with the UVW1 filter, sensitive in the 2500-4000 Å bandpass. Data reduction was performed with version 5.4.1 of the SAS software package (Jansen et al. 2001) . We employed the most updated calibration files available at the time the reduction was performed (2003 June) . None of the X-ray sources discussed in this paper was detected by the high-resolution spectroscopy camera, RGS (der Herder et al. 2001) . Standard data screening criteria were applied in the extraction of scientific products. The particle background remained at a quiescent level (Lumb et al. 2002) during the whole observation, making unnecessary any background-rejection filtering. Patterns 0 to 4 (12) were employed in the extraction of pn (MOS) scientific products. Spectra and light curves were extracted from circular regions of 25-arcsec radius around the source centroids. Response matrices, appropriate for each of the spectra discussed in this paper, were generated with the SAS tasks ARFGEN and RMFGEN. Background spectra were extracted from source-free regions of the same CCD where the source is located. Spectra were rebinned to ensure that (i) the instrumental energy resolution is oversampled by a factor not larger than 3 and (ii) at least 25 (50) counts are present in each MOS (pn) spectral channel, to ensure the applicability of the χ 2 statistics in the evaluation of the fit quality. Images, spectra and response matrices of the two MOS cameras were combined together, to increase signal-to-noise. Spectral fits were performed simultaneously on both EPIC cameras, using the 0.35-12 and 0.5-10 keV energy bands for the pn and MOS, respectively. As no significant variability was detected during the XMM-Newton observation, in this paper we will discuss the time-averaged spectra only. Fig. 1 shows the 0.5-10 keV sky coordinates MOS image of the innermost 3 arcmin around the NGC 5643 nucleus. Four sources are detected by the EPIC cameras in this field at a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 3. The source detected at (α 2000 = 14 h 32 m 40. s 9, δ 2000 = −44
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XMM-Newton
• 10 26 ) coincides with NGC 5643 optical nucleus within the typical XMM-Newton attitude reconstruction accuracy. Its total counts are 1380 ± 40 and 640 ± 30 in the pn and MOS cameras, respectively. The source located 0.8 arcmin north-east of the nucleus is 50 per cent brighter than the nucleus. We refer to it as 'NGC 5643 X-1' hereafter. Its total counts are 2030 ± 60 and 1320 ± 40 in the pn and MOS cameras, respectively.
Spectral analysis of the nucleus
In Fig. 2 we show the result of a power-law fit 1 on the NGC 5643 nucleus spectrum. The fit is clearly unacceptable (χ 2 /ν = 417.0/29). As often observed in highly absorbed Seyfert 2 galaxies , the residuals exhibit a 'turning point' around 2 keV, suggesting that the continuum needs to be modelled with (at least) two components. Additionally, a broad excess emission feature is localized around E 0.85 keV (observer's frame), together with a narrow emission feature around 6 keV. In order to achieve a full 1 All the models employed in this paper include photoelectric absorption by a column density due to the contribution of neutral matter in our Galaxy along the line of sight to NGC 5643: N H,Gal = 8.3 × 10 20 cm −2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990 ). physical characterization of the overall spectrum, we have first separately analysed the regimes above and below the spectral 'turning point'.
Soft X-ray spectrum (E < 2 keV)
The soft energy spectrum is remarkably complex. A fit with a single featureless continuum in the energy band redwards of 1 keV is clearly inadequate (e.g. χ 2 ν 3.5 if a power law is employed), and leaves large positive residuals in the energy range between 0.8 and 1 keV. In this region a 'forest' of iron-L transitions exists. At least two thermal components 2 are required in order to adequately account for this feature, with temperatures kT s 0.17 keV and kT h 0.69 keV (χ 2 /ν = 9.7/8). Alternative 'two continuum components' descriptions of the soft X-ray spectrum are possible, and yield a statistically equivalent fit, such as the combination of thermal emission and power law (kT 1.1 keV; 2.2), or of thermal and multitemperature accretion disc blackbody emission (model DISKBB in XSPEC; kT thermal 90 eV; kT disc 1.0 keV). Is it alternatively possible that the soft X-ray spectrum is dominated by scattering? The soft X-ray spectrum can be, in principle, reasonably fit with a combination of, say, a power-law continuum plus three emission lines (χ 2 ν 1.23). However, the spectral index in this scenario ( 4.0) is too steep to represent the mirror of the AGN intrinsic continuum, even if self-absorption effects in the scattering plasma are neglected. However, high-resolution grating measurements of bright absorbed Seyfert galaxies show that the soft X-ray emission is often dominated by heavily blended emission lines (Sako et al. 2000; Brinkman et al. 2002; Kinkhabwala et al. 2002) . The blend can mimic continuum emission -alongside a few emission 'peaks' corresponding to the brightest well-defined linesin low-resolution spectra (Cappi et al. 1999; Guainazzi et al. 1999) . Testing this hypothesis would require high-resolution good-quality spectroscopic data, which are not available for the NGC 5643 nucleus. None the less, we fit the EPIC spectra with a combination of emission lines only, aiming at inferring the main qualitative properties of the line emitting plasma in this scenario. In order to avoid line blurring effects induced by spectral rebinning, we fit the unbinned spectrum, using the C-statistics (Cash 1976) . Only the pn spectrum was used, due to larger effective area. No background subtraction was performed, as its contribution is 10 per cent in the soft X-ray band. Seven lines are required to fit the spectrum (see Fig. 3 , and Table 2 ). Typical statistical uncertainties on their centroid energy are 10 eV (except for the highest energy line in Table 2 , for which they are 20 eV). Systematic uncertainties on the gain are of the same order.
Better data quality is necessary to achieve a fully unambiguous deconvolution of the soft X-ray spectrum. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the following a modelling of the soft X-ray spectrum in terms of a two-component optically thin thermal plasma.
Hard X-ray spectrum (E > 2 keV)
The nuclear spectrum above 2 keV is no less complex. A formally adequate fit is achieved through an unabsorbed power law and an emission line (parametrized through a simple Gaussian profile). The latter is required at the 99.87 per cent confidence level according to the F-test. However, the best-fitting parameters suggest that this is no more than a purely mathematical description. The power-law spectral index is inverted (photon index, −0.8), which is totally unusual for AGN Reeves & Turner 2000; Perola et al. 2002) . The emission-line centroid energy (E c 6.42 keV) is consistent with Kα fluorescent emission from neutral or mildly ionized iron. The formal line EW is huge: EW 2.8 keV (cf. the inset in Fig. 2) .
Flat hard X-ray spectra with huge EW Kα fluorescent iron lines in Seyfert 2 galaxies can be produced if the bulk of hard X-ray emission is due to Compton reflection of an otherwise invisible 'standard' AGN nuclear continuum, either because the AGN switched to an 'off' state during the XMM-Newton observation, or because its emission is totally suppressed by a Compton-thick absorber (Matt, Guainazzi & Maiolino 2003) . We have therefore fit the EPIC nuclear spectra in their full energy bandpasses with a combination of two thermal components: a Gaussian emission line and a 'bare' Compton-reflection component (model PEXRAV in XSPEC; Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995) . The fit is unacceptable (χ 2 /ν = 49.9/22), mainly due to large excess residuals between 2 and 5 keV. This excess could in principle be due to optically thin electron scattering of the otherwise invisible nuclear continuum. Indeed, adding a power-law component yields a statistically acceptable fit (χ 2 /ν = 18.6/21). However, the spectral index of this power law is too flat ( = −0.1± 0.8 0.6 ), for its interpretation as the 'warm mirror' of the nuclear continuum to be plausible. The combination of a Compton-thick absorber with nuclear electron scattering can therefore be ruled out.
A possible alternative is that the Compton-reflection component is in turn absorbed by matter with a covering fraction lower than 1. In this case, the 2-5 keV spectrum is accounted for by 5 per cent of the Compton-reflection continuum (see model 1 in Table 3) which 'leaks' through its absorber. This leakage has the appropriate Table 3 . Best-fitting parameters and results for the EPIC NGC 5643 nuclear spectrum. Model 1 is constituted by the combination of two thermal components (with temperatures kT s and kT h ), a Compton-reflection continuum, partly absorbed by matter with a covering fraction f c and column density N H , and a Gaussian emission-line profile with centroid energy E c , intensity I line , and EW. Model 2 is constituted by the combination of three thermal components (the hottest with temperature kT uh ), an absorbed power law and the Gaussian emission-line profile. In model 3 the 'ultrahard' thermal component is substituted by a locally unabsorbed power law. f s is defined as the scattering fraction between the transmitted and the scattered nuclear components in model 3.
Parameter
Model 1 flatness. An absorber with a 95 per cent covering fraction and N H = (1.0 ± 0.3) × 10 24 cm −2 is required in this scenario. If the hard X-ray continuum is dominated by Compton reflection, Kα emission lines from O to Cr are expected to imprint their signatures along with the Fe line. They are not detected in the EPIC spectra of NGC 5643. However, their EW upper limits (200-300 eV) are inconclusive (Matt et al. 1997b) .
The depth of the K photoelectric absorption edge is, in principle, a powerful diagnostic for the metallicity of the absorbing and/or reflecting matter. A further 97 per cent confidence level improvement in the quality of the fit ( χ 2 / ν = 5.0/1) is obtained in model 1 of Table 3 if the iron metallicity is left free. If this change is attributed to one of the two components only (which is unlikely, if absorber and reflector represent one and the same system; see Section 4.1), then Z Fe 0.7 Z .
Alternatively, Compton-thin obscuration -still allowing a fraction of the direct nuclear emission to pierce through the X-ray absorber in the EPIC energy bandpass -can also significantly harden a typical AGN spectrum. We have therefore substituted the partially covered Compton-reflection component with a power law modified by photoelectric absorption. Again, the fit is statistically acceptable (χ 2 ν 0.95). The best-fitting model results are reported in Table 3 . In this scenario, the 2-5 keV excess can be accounted for by optically thin scattering of the nuclear continuum, with a reasonable spectral shape ( = 1.4± 0.7 0.2 ). The extrapolation of the scattered nuclear continuum into the 0.4-1.2 keV band is 15 per cent in model 3. No significant evidence is found for a deviation of the absorber metallicity from standard solar abundances in this scenario: Z Fe = 0.8± 0.6 0.2 Z . In model 2 of Table 3 the electron scattering is substituted by an 'ultrahot' (kT 5 keV) thermal component.
In order to investigate the details of the iron line structure, we have performed a Cash statistic fit of the unbinned pn spectrum in the 4-8 keV energy range, again to prevent the line profile from being blurred by the χ 2 applicability requirement. The contribution of the background has been estimated by fitting the background spectrum in the same energy band with a simple power law. The best-fitting parameters for the background are = 3.08 and 1 keV normalization, N = 5.8 × 10 −5 cm −2 s −1 . The source spectrum continuum was then fitted with a double power law, one of the two components having its parameters fixed to the background bestfitting model. Two lines are detected in the spectrum, at a confidence level larger than 99 per cent for one interesting parameter (see Fig. 4 The observed fluxes -calculated according to model 3 best-fitting parameters in Table 3 -are 1.7 × 10 −13 and 8.3 × 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 in the 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV energy ranges, respectively. The corresponding luminosity in the 0.5-2 keV energy range, once corrected for the Galactic absorption, is 9 × 10 39 erg s −1 . The intrinsic AGN luminosity, further corrected for its local absorption, is (2.5± 7.2 2.0 ) × 10 41 erg s −1 in the 0.5-10 keV energy range.
Spectral analysis of NGC 5643 X-1
In Fig. 5 we show the EPIC spectra of NGC 5643 X-1 and its best fit with a photoelectrically absorbed power-law model. This fit is acceptable (χ 2 /ν = 46.4/48). An equally good fit can be obtained with a thermal bremsstrahlung continuum. A fit with a multitemperature blackbody (DISKBB in XSPEC) is instead poor. A summary of the best-fitting parameters and results is shown in Table 4 . No iron Kα fluorescent emission line (or any other narrow-band features) is detected in the spectrum. The upper limit on the EW of a 'narrow' (i.e. σ ≡ 0), neutral (E c ≡ 6.4 keV in the observer's frame) line is 270 eV.
The observed flux in the 0.5-10 keV energy band is (1.11 ± 0.06) × 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 . It corresponds to an intrinsic luminosity of (4.4 ± 0.2) × 10 40 erg s −1 if NGC 5643 X-1 is located at the galaxy redshift.
X -R AY H I S TO RY O F N G C 5 6 4 3
In this section we compare the results of the XMM-Newton observation of the NGC 5643 field with earlier ASCA, BeppoSAX and a Absorption-corrected, in units of 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 . Table 5 . Sources detected in the ROSAT/HRI observation of the NGC 5643 field, within 3 arcmin of the optical nucleus at a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 3. Column 4 shows 0.5-2 keV flux in units of 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 , absorption-corrected and extrapolated from the measured count rate via the HEASARC on-line tool PIMMS, using the best-fitting models of the XMMNewton observation. ROSAT High Resolution Imager (HRI) observations. Data were retrieved from the NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC) and Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) Science Data Center (ASDC) archival facilities, and reduced according to standard procedures. In the HRI image, both NGC 5643 XMM-Newton sources are individually detected, thanks to its good spatial resolution (see Table 5 ). On the other hand, the broad point spread function of the ASCA and BeppoSAX optics mixes irremediably the contribution of the two sources in their typical aperture.
In both latter cases, we analysed a single spectrum extracted from a circular region of 3-arcmin radius -except for the BeppoSAX LowEnergy Concentrator Spectrometer (LECS), for which an aperture of 2 arcmin was used due to the lack of appropriate calibrations. Spectra were rebinned according to the same criteria employed for the XMM-Newton/MOS spectra (see Section 2.1). Background spectra were extracted from nearby regions in the same field of view where the source is located. The soft flux exhibits a dynamical range of about a factor of 2 between the ASCA (faintest) and the XMMNewton (brightest) states. The variation amplitude in the hard X-rays is smaller ( 30 per cent). Is it possible to unambiguously ascribe the observed historical flux variability either to the NGC 5643 nucleus or to source X-1? The fainter states caught by BeppoSAX and -above all -ASCA may represent a 'diluted' version of a more dramatic variability affecting only one member of the pair. Indeed, NGC 5643 X-1 underwent a factor of 3 variation in flux between the 1997 ROSAT/HRI and the 2002 XMM-Newton observations. However, a quantitative assessment of this issue across the whole X-ray history of NGC 5643 is not straightforward.
The ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra exhibit mutually different spectral shapes, notwithstanding the universal presence of the large EW Kα fluorescent iron line (see Fig. 6 ). A simple power-law continuum is an adequate representation of the BeppoSAX spectrum, with a steep index ( = 1.9± 0.4 0.3 ). This is markedly discrepant with the photon index measured by XMM-Newton, when a simple power law is applied above 2 keV ( −0.8; see Section 2.1.2). The ASCA spectra require at least two continuum components. Adopting for simplicity the combination of a thermal and a power-law component, the temperature of the former is consistent with kT h as measured by XMM-Newton, whereas the latter's spectral index is intermediate between those of BeppoSAX and XMM-Newton. Table 6 Figure 6. Top: spectra (upper panels) and residuals in units of standard deviation (lower panels), when the ASCA (left) and BeppoSAX (right) spectra are fit with a power-law model. Bottom: ratio between the ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra and the XMM-Newton 'composite' model (details in text). Table 6 . Best-fitting parameters and results for the ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra of the 3-arcmin radius region encompassing NGC 5643. The best-fitting continua are: MEKAL plus power law for ASCA and power law for BeppoSAX, respectively. Both models include a narrow Gaussian profile, and absorption by a column density N H,Gal = 8.3 × 10 20 cm −2 .
Parameter
ASCA BeppoSAX
1.04 ± 0.14 1.9± gives a summary of the ASCA and BeppoSAX best fits, which represent for each case only one of the possible statistically equivalent solutions.
In order to quantitatively estimate the differences with respect to the XMM-Newton measurements, we have built a 'composite' XMM-Newton spectrum, combining the best-fitting models for the NGC 5643 nucleus and source X-1. This 'composite' spectrum Table 3 ), and X-1 source best fits. Thin solid lines, thermal components; dashed lines, AGN continuum and Kα iron fluorescent line; dotted line, X-1 best-fitting power law; thick, upper solid line, total composite spectrum. is shown in Fig. 7 , whereas the ratios between the ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra and the 'composite' spectrum are shown in Fig. 6 . Both these ratios are consistent with one below 1 keV. Above 1 keV their behaviours differ: the ratio against the BeppoSAX spectrum decreases monotonically up to 10 keV; the ASCA ratio remains basically constant around a value of about 0.6, with a local excess around the iron Kα iron line. In principle, applying this 'composite' model to the ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra should provide the ultimate answer to the question of which source in the NGC 5643 field is responsible for the flux and spectral variations observed across the X-ray history of NGC 5643. Unfortunately, the composite model has too many parameters, and would therefore largely overfit the ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra. We have therefore limited the scope of the exercise, keeping all the parameters of the composite model frozen to the XMM-Newton values, except the continua and iron line normalizations. This represents of course a very crude (and admittedly arbitrary) assumption. The results of this exercise are summarized in Table 7 .
The main conclusions can be outlined as follows.
(i) The ASCA soft X-ray faint state might be mainly due to source NGC 5463 X-1 becoming at least five times fainter than during the XMM-Newton (or BeppoSAX) observation.
(ii) The hard X-ray steep BeppoSAX spectrum might be mainly due to a decrease of the flux associated with the nuclear emission, leaving source X-1 as the dominant contributor to the hard X-ray flux.
It is worth noticing that the intensity of the iron line is consistent with being constant across all the observations. Given the crudeness of the above assumption, these conclusions must be regarded as no more than hints to the true physical picture. The ultimate answer on the nature of the X-ray variability in this system must await future re-observations with either Chandra or XMM-Newton.
D I S C U S S I O N
Nature of the obscured AGN in NGC 5643
A qualitative difference exists between objects obscured by matter with a column density smaller (Compton-thin) or larger (Comptonthick) than N H σ −1 t 1.5 × 10 24 cm −2 at energies lower than 10 keV, where most of the X-ray detectors flown so far have been sensitive. Compton-thick AGNs can be observed only along optical paths, which do not intercept the absorbing matter. This may make highly uncertain the determination of their intrinsic luminosity, which is dependent on the largely unknown distribution and covering fraction of the reflecting and/or scattering matter. Even more importantly, a Compton-thick absorber substantially suppresses the incident radiation even at energies larger than the photoelectric cut-off. At 30 keV (100 keV), the fractions of transmitted radiation with respect to an absorber with N H = 10 and 10 25.25 cm −2 , respectively (Wilman & Fabian 1999) . Knowing how many Compton-thick AGNs exist may have an impact on our understanding of the history of accretion in the Universe (Fabian 1999) Previous BeppoSAX observations have suggested that Comptonthick objects represent a large fraction of the Seyfert 2 population (Maiolino et al. 1998) , perhaps as large as 30-50 per cent (Risaliti et al. 1999) . To identify Compton-thick AGNs, the measurement of two critical observables was required: the shape of the power-law continuum above 2 keV and the EW of the Kα iron line. Observed flat spectra ( 1.0) and large EW ( a few hundred eV) have been considered signatures of a reflection-dominated (i.e. Comptonthick) AGN. In principle, a detection by the BeppoSAX Phoswich Detector System (PDS) above 15 keV was crucial in determining the nature of the X-ray absorption (Matt et al. 1997a; Matt et al. 1999 ). However, the PDS sensitivity (a fraction of mCrab in a typical 50-ks observation) prevented robust detections in most Seyfert 2 galaxies. Based on the BeppoSAX results, Maiolino et al. (1998) had classified the NGC 5643 nucleus as a 'warm-scattered' Compton-thick AGN, obscured by N H 10 25 cm −2 . This classification was mainly driven by the steep, unabsorbed spectrum observed by BeppoSAX, which is inconsistent with Compton-reflection dominance. It is interesting to observe that this classification was not supported by the measurement of the Kα fluorescent iron line centroid, which was (and has been across the whole X-ray history of NGC 5643) inconsistent with He-or H-like iron fluorescent Kα transitions. XMM-Newton measured a Compton-thin absorber instead, with a column density in the range N H = 6-10 × 10 23 cm −2 . The absorber either directly covers the nuclear emission, or its Compton reflection. In the latter scenario, we might be observing reprocessing from the inner far side of the 'torus', partly absorbed by the outer rim of its near side. This scenario would require a rather fine-tuned orientation. This, together with the lack of appropriate statistics, might explain why this type of scenario has never been invoked so far in the context of reflection-dominated AGNs. Incidentally, the lower column density helps to substantially reduce (but not to completely reconcile) the need for a dust composition geared toward large dust grains implied by X-ray obscuration with respect to the observed narrow Brα line component fluxes (Lutz et al. 2002) .
The lack of detection of transmitted nuclear emission in the Compton-reflection dominated scenario might be due to the line of sight toward the nucleus intercepting Compton-thick matter. This may indicate that the 'torus' is thicker, the closer to its mid-plane one looks . Alternatively, the line of sight to the nucleus during the XMM-Newton observation could be probing a transient phase of low activity. The recent serendipitious discovery of transitions between transmission-dominated to reflected-dominated spectra of Seyfert 2 galaxies (see Matt et al. 2003, and references therein) shows that the classification of an obscured AGN as Comptonthick/thin can be time-dependent. In at least two well-studied cases (NGC 2992 , Gilli et al. 2000 NGC 6300, Guainazzi 2002) , these transitions are due to changes of the overall AGN output by more than one order of magnitude, on time-scales of the order of a few years. The reflection-dominated state in these cases is the 'echo' of a previous state of AGN activity, as in the 'swansong' state of the narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy NGC 4051 (Guainazzi et al. 1998; Uttley et al. 1999) . Interestingly enough, earlier ASCA and BeppoSAX spectra of the NGC 5643 nucleus are markedly different in both flux and spectral shape from those observed by XMMNewton. Taking into account the possible contamination of 'source X-1' into the large ASCA and BeppoSAX aperture, the observed spectral variability is consistent with a historical dynamical range in the AGN power of one order of magnitude. Indeed, our interpretation of the steep spectrum observed by BeppoSAX is that the nucleus was outshone by NGC 5643 X-1, due to a phase of very low AGN brightness. This interesting possibility can be tested with future monitoring campaigns of this active nucleus, which we plan to pursue in the nearby future. Of course, we cannot rule out that the steep BeppoSAX spectrum is due to a revival of the AGN itself. Although this would make the X-ray history of NGC 5643 even more intriguing.
The nature of the soft X-ray (i.e. 2 keV) emission in the NGC 5643 nucleus is still uncertain. All possible models for the soft Xray spectrum require a contribution from emission lines. The quality of the data is, however, not good enough to establish the physical process responsible for them. A good fit is obtained with the composition of two thermal emission components from optically thin, collisionally ionized plasma, with temperatures kT 0.15 keV and kT 0.67 keV. A possible origin for this emission is gas heated by shocks or winds in regions of intense star formation. The 0.5-4.5 keV luminosity associated with these thermal components (L 0.5−4.5 keV 1.4 × 10 40 erg s −1 ) is consistent with the empirical relation discovered by David, Jones & Forman (1992) with the far-infrared (FIR) luminosity in starburst galaxies: NGC 5643
10 L L 0.92 0.5−4.5 keV (Genzel et al. 1998; Moran et al. 2000) . On the other hand, the 2-10 keV luminosity of the 'ultrahot' thermal component in model 2 of Table 3 ( 5 × 10 39 erg s −1 ) is only marginally consistent with the empirical relation between 2-10 keV and FIR luminosity established by Ranalli et al. (2003) . Conversely, we can estimate the bolometric luminosity of the AGN in NGC 5643, L AGN bol ∼ 30 L X 7.5 × 10 42 erg s −1 , if it has a typical spectral energy distribution as in, for example, Elvis et al. (1994) and we assume model 3 in Table 3 . A substantial contribution of AGN reprocessing to the measured FIR luminosity would not be required. However, evidence for an intense nuclear starburst in this galaxy is still controversial. Alternatively, the EPIC soft X-ray spectrum can be fit with a pure photoionized plasma, whose signature in the optical band would be represented by the bright one-sided ionization cone (Simpson et al. 1997) . In this scenario, it is ruled out that a substantial contribution to the soft X-ray emission comes from scattering of the nuclear continuum, as this would imply too steep a slope to be consistent with that inferred from the hard X-ray spectrum of this very same observation. However, it is possible to fit the soft X-ray spectrum with a pure emission-line model. High-resolution spectroscopy observations of bright Seyfert 2 galaxies have indeed shown that the contribution of scattered continuum to the photoionized emission could be negligible . In this scenario the line identification is not fully unambiguous, and contamination between transitions of different elements likely. At zeroth order, the interpretations fall into two broad classes. In the first, the spectrum is dominated by He-like Kα transitions of carbon, oxygen and neon, with features from the last element being particularly abundant and including as well a K β line, and a radiative recombination continuum (RRC). Interestingly enough, the centroid of the feature encompassing the O VII triplet, which EPIC data cannot resolve, is consistent with intercombination and resonant lines being the dominant contributors of the triplet, in contrast to NGC 1068. This suggests a large density (n 10 12 cm −3 ) for the photoionized medium (Porquet & Dubau 2000) . In a second possible class of interpretations, the line spectrum is dominated by transitions of highly ionized iron species from Fe XVII to Fe XXIV. This interpretation would be consistent with the detection of a weak Fe XXVI Kα line in the hard part of the EPIC spectrum (see Fig. 4 ). It is interesting to observe that our line deconvolution of the EPIC spectra contains all the brightest lines discovered in the high-resolution spectrum of NGC 1068 , except its O VIII and N VII. O VIIβ is missing as well, although in this case it might be blended to invisibility with the N VII RRC.
The quest for the physical origin of the soft X-ray emission in this object requires instrumentation of enough power to be able to perform high-resolution spectroscopy in the soft X-ray regime. Chandra high-resolution imaging could also be important in determining whether the soft X-ray nuclear spectrum is dominated by diffuse emission, associated with the 15-arcsec ionization cone. AGN photoionized plasma structures extending on scales of hundreds of parsec have been observed in nearby Seyfert 2s (Sako et al. 2000; Bianchi et al. 2003; Iwasawa et al. 2003) . Evidence from the XMM-Newton image is still inconclusive in this respect.
NGC 5643 X-1: an ultrabright ULX?
The XMM-Newton image of the NGC 5643 field clearly shows a source, about 0.8 arcmin north-east from the position of the optical nucleus. This source, labelled 'NGC 5643 X-1' in this paper, is about a factor of 50 per cent brighter than the nucleus itself, and has been previously observed by the ROSAT HRI, in a three times fainter state. In Fig. 8 we show an overlap between the EPIC intensity contours and the simultaneous OM image. Although the relatively broad point spread function of the XMM-Newton optics prevents us from pinpointing an unambiguous optical counterpart for NGC 5643 X-1, it is apparently located at the outskirts of the host galaxy optical extension. If the source is not a background object, its remarkable X-ray luminosity ( 4.4 × 10 40 erg s −1 ) would convert it in the third brightest ULX ever observed in hard X-rays (Foschini et al. 2002; Humphrey et al. 2003; Swartz, Ghosh & Tennant 2003) . Its spectral properties provide relatively little information on its nature. A fit with a simple power-law ( 1.7) or bremsstrahlung (kT 8 keV) continuum with moderate absorption (N H 1-2 × 10 21 cm −2 ) is a good description of the observed spectrum. It is interesting to observe that a fit with a multitemperature disc blackbody is poor.
In the quest for the nature of NGC 5643 X-1 the discovery of a possible counterpart at other wavelengths would be crucial. No known radio source can be associated with the position of NGC 5643 X-1. • 09 34 . The identification of an unambiguous counterpart needs to await a more precise determination of the X-ray centroid, which could be achieved with a Chandra observation of the galaxy field. On the other hand, the study of the X-ray history of the NGC 5643 field suggests that NGC 5643 X-1 underwent flux variations with a dynamical range of at least 5, thus ruling out an association with a supernova remnant. Again, future monitoring campaigns of this field may offer important clues on its variability pattern, and henceforth on its nature.
